Stickies!

Last Call for Stickies!

We're still sending out $25 for every Stickie we accept—and we're still accepting plenty! But if you want to cut yourself in, you've got to start accepting them today! We're still shelling out $25 for every Stickler we accept—and we're still accepting plenty! But if you want to cut yourself in, you've got to start accepting them today!

WHAT IS THE LUCKY STRIKE JINGLE?

(See minimum order)

Lucky Strike Cigarettes

You've probably heard of torch songs (music to cry by), Air Force songs (music to fly by), and Aloha songs (music to bye-bye). Lucky Strike songs is music to buy by: it's a pretty ditty that's devoted strictly to Luckies. Naturally, that makes it a Cheerful Earful! It reminds you that Luckies are tops and that better taste is the pleasing' answer. Beware, if you come from fine tobacco—mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste even better. So, as the jingle says, "Light up a Lucky, it's light-up time!" You'll say it's the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

Lucky Strike Cigarettes

It's Toasted to Taste Better

"It's Toasted" to taste better...cleaner, fresher, smoother!
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N. Y. Rugby Club Defeats Tech By Slim Three Points

The MIT Rugby club went to the field Saturday against a contingent from New York, who called themselves the New York Rugby club. The contest was well fought on both sides, and the New York team was turned in one of the best records of the season for the Rugbyers, which found them traveling everywhere from Amherst to Stamford in their tour of athletic achievements.
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Formal Wear for Hire

Complete Selection of Formal Wear for any occasion. All ourts of Top Quality in the latest styles.

Open Monday night until 8:30 p.m.
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72 Summer Street, Boston

HA 3-759
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Lights Fifth In Collegiates

The lightweight crew of MIT invaded the waters of the Naval Academy as Annapolis last weekend, and brought home a fifth place in the Eastern Collegiate Division. The competition was among the best in the country as teams like Princeton, Harvard, Dartmouth, Navy and Columbia raced for the prizes.

The race went to Princeton in a straight away fashion as the water was especially calm, and there was only a hint of a breeze in the Maryland air. The Elis were followed by Dartmouth, Harvard, Navy, MIT, Columbia, Pennsylvina, Yale, and Cornell.

The MIT Boating Society

Junior Varsity


Freshman


The Tech Rugby club and the New York Rugby club members pursue the fleeting oval down the green fair of Briggs, Saturday's contest between the two produced a 6-1 win for New York.

Beaver Nine Drops A Pair

Tech's ill-fated baseball team recorded a set of losses over the past week to bring its season's statistics to 1-17, one of the worst records in a year. The Bears were the victims of W.P.I. by a 10-5 score on Saturday and of Northeastern by a mild 8-1 tab on Friday.

In the W.P.I. game Larry Jones '20 continued to be the one bright spot on the team as he had two for five and included a double in his attempts at bat. The hurlers for Tech were Premier to start, followed by Hen- drick, Walsh, and Curran.

The Northeastern game saw Jones but a dynamic three for three, as the team had a good early inning. Defensively, they started Lyons on the mound, who was promptly followed by Arth and Blency. But the game- ful bats of the Huntington Avenue proved too much for the visitors, as the sticked cow flew all over the field, and caused no end of difficulty for the fielders, and the errors multiplied with every swing of the club.

Fortunately, the varsity has only one game remaining during the season, and that is a return match against the Northeasterian squad. Here is their chance to seek revenges against the injuries of their pride.
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Lucky Strike Cigarettes

"It's Toasted" to taste better...cleaner, fresher, smoother!
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